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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

This house, built in I81£-l81i7, is basically square in plan, varied 
only by slight projections on the north and south, a minor recess on the 
west and a service wing at the east. It is constructed of bri^k (origi 
nally painted beige) with sandstone .cornices, brackets, string-courses 
and window dressings. Architectural ornamentation in the form of porches, 
balconies, hoods etc. is of wood. The cubic mass of the house is broken 
up by variations in the height and roof treatment of its parts, which in 
some places are of two or two-and-a-half storeys, in others three storeys 
(one three-storey part being taller than the other). Bothjiip...and gable - 
roofs are used with intentional contrast. The variations in height 
duce the effect of a rectangular tower rising in the south-west portion 
of the house. The other variations in height and plane, together witfi   
torches and differences in window treatment; produce, finally, an asj^-vV  
metrical effect a desired feature of the "Italian Villa" style. \^_ '"

An arcaded porch was formerly at the south-west comer of the hbfise 
in an angle caused by the short southerly projection of one room. To they 
east of this projection another porch, carried on square posts, ran _ 
around the corner and across most of the back of the house. Both porches 
were not mere appendages, but formed parts of the over-all architectural 
composition: so their absence must be noted. A small number of round- 
headed dormers long ago let into certain parts of the roof do not show 
in the original design i yet they are minor intrusions rather than serious 
alterations.

In spite of apparent exterior asymmetry, the first-floor plan is, 
as mentioned, very nearly square. A long central entrance- and stair- 
hall takes up one third of the width of the house and is divided into 
two parts by a triple arcade. Flanking the hall are two drawing-rooms 
to the south, a dining-room (its interior remodelled) and a large 
butler's pantry to the north. Across the rear of the house from south 
to north are a library, "office," service stair and kitchen, with a large 
laundry room projecting east from the kitchen. The plan of the second, 
or bedroom, floor is quite similar to that of the first, and quarters for 
servants were arranged at the top of the three-storey parts of the house. 
Interior trim has survived and has the plain, heavy characteristics of 
the I8l!£-l8£5> period. There are strong cornices,, mouldings and window- 
trim, marble mantels, but no elaborate carved or sawed work. Floors in 
some cases are inlaid.

The grounds of the house slope upward from Spring Street, the 
"villa" being located on their crest. There were various ancillary 
buildings of wood gatehouse, stable etc.; but with two exceptions these 
have disappeared, as has an interestingly treated brick wall surrounding 
the property, though the heavy, rusticated stone gate piers remain. 
These grounds now comprise Aquidneck Park, its lower slope occupied by 
a new public library. Following long residential use the King House 
itself for a lengthy period housed the public library. When this use
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The Edward King House has importance now as a handsome example 
of a particular style of XIX Century architecture. But this is not an 
importance acquired only through age, for this house has been import 
ant in American architecture ever since it was first designed and built.

Its architect, Richard Upjohn, was a very great figure in the 
national development of his profession. He had a considerable influence 
on public, official and ecclesiastical taste in buildings and styles 
and was founder of the American Institute of Architects. As a design 
from his hand the building is of great intrinsic and historic value. 
It is the one "I-ba^.ijTi_7illa" which more than any others has been 
cited and illustrated in architectural publications. A. J. Downing 
gave it several pages, five illustrations and extravagant praise in 
his widely used book The Architecture of Country Houses. Adaptations 
of its exterior design were frequent. Through repeated mention and 
illustration in modern architectural histories, it has come to be con 
sidered a prototype of the "Italian Villa Style," even though it was 
not the very first example built.

It shows the beginning in large dwellings (and public buildings 
as well) of the break_with traditional symmetry of design and regu- 
larity_of^plan. Here, freedom in plan and outline is first starting 
to become evident, as is variety in the placement of ornament. In 
this development one finds masses and spaces pulled out, pushed in, 
balanced and juxtaposed, manoeuvred in their relationships of weight 
and height. These masses generally intended to appear monumental  
were usually quite plain in surface. At the time of the King House, 
ornamentation was simple but big in scale: heavy and projecting 
bracketed cornices, arcades with robust piers, impressive but severe 
window and entrance trim. Detail may be Italianate, often correctly 
academic, but it is certainly never placed or spaced according to the 
old academicism.

Reflected in such a house as this are also other things the 
need in a very prosperous America for big houses, more rooms for varied 
uses, the desire to emerge from the somewhat cramping rectangularity
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7. Description.

recently terminated, the house underwent outside repair and sympathetic 
internal renovation (though not a complete restoration) and is now a 
community centre for older persons.

8, Significance.

of earlier defined styles, unaccommodating to this expanded living. 
Additionally, there were desires for more light and air rooms with 
several exposures; for more outdoor living porches, verandahs, balconies. 
There was a desire, too, to impress the spectator. All of these desires 
are fulfilled in the King House.

As said, this house was sufficiently admired in its day to produce 
many near-copies and close adaptations, of which one (G. M. Bradley House, 
Providence, c. 18£0-185!?) is a sort of compliment to Upjohn by another 
talented and imaginative architect, Thomas Tefft. Upjohn and a Baltimore 
client both so liVed the King design that Upjohn reproduced it there, 
almost exactly in mirror-image, as "Homewood Villa" needlessly demolished 
by Johns Hopkins University quite recently. It is more than lucky that 
the King House survives, and highly important that it shall continue to 
do so.
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